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Theory U
In this engaging and invaluable “mentor in your pocket,” three
dynamic and successful black female executives share their
strategies to help all black women, at any level of their careers, play
the power game—and win. Rich with wisdom, this practical gem
focuses on the building blocks of true leadership—self-confidence,
effective communication, collaboration, and courage—while dealing
specifically with stereotypes (avoid the Mammy Trap, and don’t
become the Angry Black Woman) and the perils of selfvictimization (don’t assume that every challenge occurs because
you are black or female). Some leaders are born, but most leaders
are made—and The Little Black Book of Success will show you how
to make it to the top, one step at a time. From the Hardcover
edition.
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Leading from the Ice
Now in paperback, with a new introduction by Congressman John
Lewis, ACROSS THAT BRIDGE is the winner of the NAACP
Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work/Biography. In
turbulent times Americans look to the Civil Rights Movement as the
apotheosis of political expression. As we confront questions of
social inequality there's no better time to revisit the lessons of the
'60s and no better leader to learn from than Congressman John
Lewis. In Across That Bridge, Congressman Lewis draws from his
experience as a leader of the Civil Rights Movement to offer
timeless guidance to anyone seeking to live virtuously and
transform the world. His wisdom, poignant recollections, and
powerful ideas will inspire a new generation to usher in a freer,
more peaceful society. The Civil Rights Movement gave rise to the
protest culture we know today, and the experiences of leaders like
Congressman Lewis have never been more relevant. Now featuring
an updated introduction from the author addressing the current
administration, Across that Bridge offers a strong and moral voice
to guide our nation through an era of great uncertainty. "The most
important lesson I have learned in the fifty years I have spent
working toward the building of a better world is that the true work
of social transformation starts within. It begins inside your own
heart and mind, because the battleground of human transformation
is really, more than any other thing, the struggle within the human
consciousness to believe and accept what is true. Thus to truly
revolutionize our society, we must first revolutionize ourselves. We
must be the change we seek if we are to effectively demand
transformation from others." ---John Lewis in Across That Bridge

The Railway Children
“I have long believed that women who dream big, work hard, and
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get back up after they get knocked down can do anything; Stephanie
Schriock is one of those women. I’m so glad her thoughtful
guidance is now available for women everywhere.”—Hillary Rodham
Clinton "Stephanie Schriock leads the leaders.”—Michelle Lujan
Grisham, governor of New Mexico “Run to Win is an antidote to
anxiety and a welcome call to action. I encourage every woman
(and a few good men) to dive into Run to Win and take your turn at
saving the world.”—Stacey Abrams From the president of EMILY's
List, a playbook for women changing the world in politics,
business, or any arena, with a foreword from Vice President Elect
Kamala Harris. For the past thirty-five years EMILY's List has
helped the campaigns of thousands of pro-choice Democratic
women, but the hardest part has always been convincing more
women to run. Then Donald Trump was elected, and something
shifted into place. American women who were furious and
frustrated were looking for a way to channel their outrage into
action, united in proclaiming, "If that guy can get elected, why not
me?" The day after the 2016 election, dozens of women searched
out an old sign-up link buried on the EMILY's List website. By
Thanksgiving, those dozens had grown to a few thousand. And that
was only the beginning. By the end of 2018, there were nearly fifty
thousand women signed up to run for office, with scores more
signing up each day. Run to Win is for all women who are looking
to lead. Organized around the steps that EMILY's List coaches its
candidates through (from deciding to run through celebrating
victory), this book is full of essential lessons for any woman trying
to succeed in a male-dominated field. Their arena is politics but
their message is universal. And Stephanie Schriock is the most
qualified person to share these lessons. Not only is she a powerful
figure in politics but she's also a woman who commands respect for
her astounding success as president of EMILY's List and a longtime
Democratic operative. Her message is uplifting and actionable, her
voice is that of your best girlfriend walking you through what you
need to consider as you make your plan, and her experience
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coaching the biggest female candidates in recent elections
(including all of the female 2020 Democratic presidential
candidates) makes her the de facto authority on the strategies
women can employ to run, fight, and win, whatever their field or
goal.

The Memo
Drawing on ten years of experience working with more than 10,000
executives from companies around the globe, Nick Craig takes you
on a revelatory journey to understand your purpose, find clarity and
focus, and lead with inspiration. When uncovered, purpose becomes
our most fundamental guiding principle. Explaining where true
purpose lies and demystifying where it doesn't, Craig offers the
methods through which anyone can find their purpose. He identifies
three pathways that will assess where you are with your purpose and
where you should be going. Illustrated by case studies of leaders
from all walks of life and industries, Craig shares their unique
stories to show how top leaders are energized by their purpose,
finding in it the confidence they need to properly evaluate highstakes decisions and take the optimal action. The best leaders access
their purpose especially when facing the unknown, drawing on the
source of it to energize themselves. Purpose also redefines their
relationships to stress, allowing them to thrive where others just
survived, and to postpone momentary, fleeting rewards in favor of
leaving a sustained, meaningful impact. Accessible, methodical, and
eminently practical, Leading from Purpose offers the
comprehensive toolbox with which everyone--whether a c-suite
executive of behind-the-scenes office worker--can live out their
purpose and achieve success on their own terms. If you find
yourself in an organization that is struggling to live its purpose,
Craig's insights on how to bring your purpose and the organization's
purpose into the same room at the same time is game-changing and
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will redefine your life and career.

Our Time Is Now
A Little Book about Big Change We all want the same things. We
want to live a life of purpose and meaning. We want to leave a
legacy for our children and grandchildren. We want to leave the
world a better place. And yet we spend so much time wringing our
hands over what’s wrong and not nearly enough time fixing those
things within our control. John Kasich has walked the corridors of
power both in the politics, as a former leader of Congress, governor
of Ohio, presidential candidate, and in the private sector, as an indemand public speaker, best-selling author and a strategic advisor to
businesses and large non-profits. Yet he’s seen that the most
powerful movements have started from the bottom up. Rather than
waiting on Washington, the solutions happen once we become
leaders in our own lives and communities. The strength and
resilience of our nation lies in each of us. That’s what this book is
about. In It’s Up to Us, Kasich shares the ten little ways we each
can bring about big change. Taken together, they chart a path for
each to follow as we look to live a life bigger than ourselves. Taken
one-by-one, they can help to lift us from a place of outrage or
complacency or helplessness and move us closer to our shared
American dream.

Programming in the .NET Environment
Independent, stunning, and smart, Kell Jameson has the life she's
always dreamed about. A partner at a tony Atlanta law firm that
represents famous—if guilty—clients, she's far from her days as a
lonely orphan in rural Georgia. But one frantic phone call will bring
her back to the place she's spent years trying to escape. The head of
her childhood orphanage has been accused of murder, and Kell is
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her only hope for freedom. From the first moment Kell meets
Sheriff Luke Calder, tempers and attraction flare. Ruggedly
handsome and a stickler for law and order, Luke finds Kell
compelling. Unfortunately, she represents his prime suspect. Forced
to work together, they dig deep into the town's scandals . . . but Kell
has a secret of her own. She trusts Luke enough to fall in love—but
does she trust him enough to reveal the reckless past she's worked
so hard to keep hidden?

Reckless
“Symone’s honest and profound reflection on standing up and
speaking out is sure to inspire young people across the country to
become the change agents the world needs.” — Congresswoman
Maxine Waters In this rousing call to leadership, the self-described
millennial spokesperson for the culture, CNN’s designated "woke
AF" former commentator, and the youngest national press secretary
in the history of the United States shares her take-no-prisoners
approach to life, politics, and career success, and shows a new
generation how to be loud and powerful in their own right. Many
people—most notably white older men—may try to stop Symone
Sanders from speaking up and out. But Symone will NOT shut up.
And neither should you. In this inspiring call-to-action, Symone
tells stories from her own life of not-shutting-up alongside loud
young revolutionaries who came before her to help you find your
authentic voice and use it to your advantage; to fight ideological
battles more effectively; and to resist those who try to silence you.
We are all gurus, masterminds, artists, entrepreneurs—we are the
change agents we have been waiting for. IT IS US. And the time is
RIGHT NOW. I know you’re wondering, “But HOW?” And we
don’t have all the answers! Symone is the first to admit we’re all
winging it in one way or another. But the point is we’re out there
doing it. So get started. Open your mouth and start talking. Loudly.
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No You Shut Up goes beyond the surplus of “Vote-Or-Die” books
we’ve seen before. Because change doesn’t just happen at the ballot
box. We need people fighting oppression, injustice, and
inequality—in the workplace, on the cultural battlefield, in
government, in every corner of the world. With spirited storytelling
filtered through a voice that cannot and will not be ignored, Symone
inspires you to start now. You don’t need to have all the answers, or
wait your turn to help create the change you want to see. All you
need is a new toolbox, an unshakable commitment, and the
confidence and guidance to wield those tools effectively.

RIP GOP
Nominated for an NAACP Image Award A Publishers Weekly Top
10 History Title for the season Booklist's Top 10 Diverse
Nonfiction titles for the year BookRiot's "50 Must-Read Poetry
Collections" Most Anticipated Books of the Year--The Rumpus,
Nylon A revelatory work in the tradition of Claudia Rankine's
Citizen, DaMaris Hill's searing and powerful narrative-in-verse
bears witness to American women of color burdened by
incarceration. “It is costly to stay free and appear / sane.” From
Harriet Tubman to Assata Shakur, Ida B. Wells to Sandra Bland and
Black Lives Matter, black women freedom fighters have braved
violence, scorn, despair, and isolation in order to lodge their
protests. In A Bound Woman Is a Dangerous Thing, DaMaris Hill
honors their experiences with at times harrowing, at times hopeful
responses to her heroes, illustrated with black-and-white
photographs throughout. For black American women, the
experience of being bound has taken many forms: from the bondage
of slavery to the Reconstruction-era criminalization of women; from
the brutal constraints of Jim Crow to our own era's prison industrial
complex, where between 1980 and 2014, the number of
incarcerated women increased by 700%.* For those women who
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lived and died resisting the dehumanization of
confinement--physical, social, intellectual--the threat of being
bound was real, constant, and lethal. In A Bound Woman Is a
Dangerous Thing, Hill presents bitter, unflinching history that
artfully captures the personas of these captivating, bound yet
unbridled African-American women. Hill's passionate odes to Zora
Neale Hurston, Lucille Clifton, Fannie Lou Hamer, Grace Jones,
Eartha Kitt, and others also celebrate the modern-day inheritors of
their load and light, binding history, author, and reader in an
essential legacy of struggle. *The Sentencing Project

Minority Leader
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the workforce, a
witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice from the creator of the
popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist. There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear
Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice
columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations
in the office because they simply don’t know what to say.
Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she
tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your
career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work
on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone
in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not
being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss
seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud
speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the
holiday party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for
anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the
idea that you should be professional (even when others are not) and
that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and
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kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist
(starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager
column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with
many of the most vexing big and little problems in our
workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of
humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No
Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Clear and concise
in its advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a Manager is the book I
wish I’d had in my desk drawer when I was starting out (or even,
let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times
bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a
F*ck

The Little Black Book of Success
From microaggressions to the wage gap, The Memo empowers
women of color with actionable advice on challenges and offers a
clear path to success. Most business books provide a one-size-fitsall approach to career advice that overlooks the unique barriers that
women of color face. In The Memo, Minda Harts offers a muchneeded career guide tailored specifically for women of color.
Drawing on knowledge gained from her past career as a fundraising
consultant to top colleges across the country, Harts now brings her
powerhouse entrepreneurial experience as CEO of The Memo to the
page. With wit and candor, she acknowledges "ugly truths" that
keep women of color from having a seat at the table in corporate
America. Providing straight talk on how to navigate networking,
office politics, and money, while showing how to make real change
to the system, The Memo offers support and long-overdue advice on
how women of color can succeed in their careers.

Passionate for Justice
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A leading pollster and adviser to America’s most important political
figures explains why the Republicans will crash in 2020. For
decades the GOP has seen itself in an uncompromising struggle
against a New America that is increasingly secular, racially diverse,
and fueled by immigration. It has fought non-traditional family
structures, ripped huge holes in the social safety net, tried to stop
women from being independent, and pitted aging rural Evangelicals
against the younger, more dynamic cities. Since the 2010 election
put the Tea Party in control of the GOP, the party has condemned
America to years of fury, polarization and broken government. The
election of Donald Trump enabled the Republicans to make things
even worse. All seemed lost. But the Republicans have set
themselves up for a shattering defeat. In RIP GOP, Stanley
Greenberg argues that the 2016 election hurried the party’s
imminent demise. Using amazing insights from his focus groups
with real people and surprising revelations from his own polls,
Greenberg shows why the GOP is losing its defining battle. He
explores why the 2018 election, when the New America fought
back, was no fluke. And he predicts that in 2020 the party of
Lincoln will be left to the survivors, opening America up to a new
era of renewal and progress.

Open Leadership
Draws on real-life stories and figures, including Martin Luther
King, Jr. and Steve Jobs, to examine the qualities a good leader
requires in order to inspire and motivate people.

Text-book of Seamanship
• Reflections on current affairs through the lens of history •A
resource for social justice and resilience Ida B. Wells was a
powerful churchwoman and witness for justice and equity from
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1878–1931. Born enslaved, her witness flowed through the struggles
for justice in her lifetime, especially in the intersections of African
Americans, women, and those who were poor. Her life is a
profound witness for faith-based work of visionary power,
resistance, and resilience for today’s world, when the forces of
injustice stand in opposition to progress. These are exciting and
dangerous times. Boundaries that previously seemed impenetrable
are now being crossed. This book is a guide for the current state of
affairs in American culture, enlivened by the historical perspective
of Wells’ search for justice. The authors are an African-American
woman and a child of white supremacy. Both have dedicated
themselves to working, writing, and developing ministries oriented
toward justice, equity, and mercy. This book can be used in all
settings, but most especially in churches (pastors and other church
leaders, study groups), seminaries, and universities.

No, You Shut Up
"Minority Leader is a guide to harnessing the strengths of being an
outsider by Stacey Abrams, slated to become the first black female
governor in the U.S. Networking, persistence, and hard work are the
crucial ingredients to advancing a career, but for people like Stacey
Abrams, and many in the New American Majority, it takes more
than that to get ahead. Stacey, who grew up in a working poor
family in Gulfport, Mississippi, rose from humble roots to Yale
Law School, and through a career in C-suite businesses, to become
the first woman to lead either party in the Georgia General
Assembly and the first African American to lead in the House of
Representatives. In Minority Leader, Stacey combines aspects of
memoir with real-world advice for women and people of color,
offering hard-won insights for navigating worlds that, until now,
were largely the territory of white men alone. Stacey encourages her
readers both to leverage otherness to their advantage and to
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recognize their own underlying feelings of unworthiness and
legitimate fears. Sure, networking helps, but so do well-chosen
mentors, thoughtful self-advocacy, and, above all, pinpointing one's
genuine passions. Stacey applies her lessons to the recent graduate
taking her big idea to the startup level, the Latino city councilman
eyeing the mayor's office, and the young assistant navigating her
way to a higher position. There is precious little such wisdom out
there. Stacey is determined to change that."--Provided by publisher.

The Truths We Hold
NOW A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! A smart and
revealing political memoir from a rising star of the Democratic
Party. "In life and in politics, the most important work is often that
which happens outside the wire." Going "outside the wire" -military lingo for leaving the safety of a base -- has taught Jason
Kander to take risks and make change rather than settling for the
easy option. After you've volunteered to put your life on the line
with and for your fellow Americans in Afghanistan, cynical politics
and empty posturing back home just feel like an insult. Kander
understands that showing political courage really just means doing
the right thing no matter what. He won a seat in the Missouri
Legislature at age twenty-seven and then, at thirty-one, became the
first millennial in the country elected to statewide office. An
unapologetic progressive from the heartland, he rejected
conventional political wisdom and stood up to the NRA in 2016
with a now-famous Senate campaign ad in which he argued for gun
reform while assembling a rifle blindfolded. That fearless
commitment to service has placed him at the forefront of a new
generation of American political leaders. In his final interview as
President, Barack Obama pointed to Kander as the future of the
Democratic Party. "do something rather than be something" In
OUTSIDE THE WIRE, Jason Kander describes his journey from
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Midwestern suburban kid to soldier to politician and details what
he's learned along the way: lessons imparted by his dad on the
baseball diamond, wisdom gained outside the wire in Kabul, and
cautionary tales witnessed under the Missouri Capitol dome.
Kander faced down petty tyrants in Jefferson City -- no big deal
after encountering real ones in Afghanistan. He put in 90,000 miles
campaigning for statewide office in 2012 -- no sweat compared to
the thirty-seven miles between Bagram Air Base and Camp Eggers.
When confronted with a choice between what's easy and what's
right, he's never hesitated. OUTSIDE THE WIRE is a candid,
practical guide for anyone thinking about public service and
everyone wishing to make a difference. It's a call to action, an
entertaining meditation on the demands and rewards of civic
engagement, and, ultimately, a hopeful vision for America's future
-- all seen through the eyes of one of its most dedicated servants.

The Power of Kindness
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "With each page, she inspires
and empowers us to create systems that reflect a world in which all
voices are heard and all people believe and feel that they matter."
—Kerry Washington "This is a narrative that describes the urgency
that compels me and millions more to push for a different American
story than the one being told today. It's a story that is one part
danger, one part action, and all true. It's a story about how and why
we fight for our democracy and win." —Stacey Abrams Celebrated
national leader and bestselling author Stacey Abrams offers a
blueprint to end voter suppression, empower our citizens, and take
back our country. A recognized expert on fair voting and civic
engagement, Abrams chronicles a chilling account of how the right
to vote and the principle of democracy have been and continue to be
under attack. Abrams would have been the first African American
woman governor, but experienced these effects firsthand, despite
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running the most innovative race in modern politics as the
Democratic nominee in Georgia. Abrams didn’t win, but she has
not conceded. The book compellingly argues for the importance of
robust voter protections, an elevation of identity politics,
engagement in the census, and a return to moral international
leadership. Our Time Is Now draws on extensive research from
national organizations and renowned scholars, as well as anecdotes
from her life and others’ who have fought throughout our country’s
history for the power to be heard. The stakes could not be higher.
Here are concrete solutions and inspiration to stand up for who we
are—now.

Becoming
The #1 international best seller In Lean In, Sheryl Sandberg
reignited the conversation around women in the workplace.
Sandberg is chief operating officer of Facebook and coauthor of
Option B with Adam Grant. In 2010, she gave an electrifying TED
talk in which she described how women unintentionally hold
themselves back in their careers. Her talk, which has been viewed
more than six million times, encouraged women to “sit at the table,”
seek challenges, take risks, and pursue their goals with gusto. Lean
In continues that conversation, combining personal anecdotes, hard
data, and compelling research to change the conversation from what
women can’t do to what they can. Sandberg provides practical
advice on negotiation techniques, mentorship, and building a
satisfying career. She describes specific steps women can take to
combine professional achievement with personal fulfillment, and
demonstrates how men can benefit by supporting women both in the
workplace and at home. Written with humor and wisdom, Lean In is
a revelatory, inspiring call to action and a blueprint for individual
growth that will empower women around the world to achieve their
full potential.
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Leadership from the Inside Out
Shows how leaders can access the deepest source of inspiration and
vision • Includes dozens of tested exercises, practices, and realworld examples We live in a time of massive institutional failure,
one that requires a new consciousness and a new collective
leadership capacity. In this groundbreaking book, Otto Scharmer
invites us to see the world in new ways and in so doing discover a
revolutionary approach to leadership. What we pay attention to and
how we pay attention is key to what we create. What prevents us
from attending to situations more effectively is that we aren’t fully
aware of and in touch with the inner place from which attention and
intention originate. This is what Scharmer calls our blind spot. By
moving through Scharmer’s U process, we consciously access the
blind spot and learn to connect to our authentic Self—the deepest
source of knowledge and inspiration—in the realm of “presencing,” a
term coined by Scharmer that combines the concepts of presence
and sensing. Based on ten years of research and action learning and
interviews with over 150 practitioners and thought leaders, Theory
U offers a rich diversity of compelling stories and examples and
includes dozens of exercises and practices that allow leaders, and
entire organizations, to shift awareness, connect with the best future
possibility, and gain the ability to realize it.

Lead from the Outside
A personal and empowering blueprint—from one of America’s rising
Democratic stars—for outsiders who seek to become the ones in
charge Leadership is hard. Convincing others—and often
yourself—that you possess the answers and are capable of worldaffecting change requires confidence, insight, and sheer bravado.
Minority Leader is the handbook for outsiders, written with the
awareness of the experiences and challenges that hinder anyone
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who exists beyond the structure of traditional white male
power—women, people of color, members of the LGBTQ
community, and millennials ready to make a difference. In Minority
Leader, Stacey Abrams argues that knowing your own passion is
the key to success, regardless of the scale or target. From launching
a company, to starting a day care center for homeless teen moms, to
running a successful political campaign, finding what you want to
fight for is as critical as knowing how to turn thought into action.
Stacey uses her experience and hard-won insights to break down
how ambition, fear, money, and failure function in leadership, while
offering personal stories that illuminate practical strategies. Stacey
includes exercises to help you hone your skills and realize your
aspirations. She discusses candidly what she has learned over the
course of her impressive career: that differences in race, gender, and
class are surmountable. With direction and dedication, being in the
minority actually provides unique and vital strength, which we can
employ to rise to the top and make real change.

Hidden Sins
“For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Politics. It’s a wonderful,
necessary book.” – Hillary Clinton The four most powerful African
American women in politics share the story of their friendship and
how it has changed politics in America. The lives of black women
in American politics are remarkably absent from the shelves of
bookstores and libraries. For Colored Girls Who Have Considered
Politics is a sweeping view of American history from the vantage
points of four women who have lived and worked behind the scenes
in politics for over thirty years—Donna Brazile, Yolanda Caraway,
Leah Daughtry, and Minyon Moore—a group of women who call
themselves The Colored Girls. Like many people who have spent
their careers in public service, they view their lives in four-year
waves where presidential campaigns and elections have been
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common threads. For most of the Colored Girls, their story starts
with Jesse Jackson’s first campaign for president. From there, they
went on to work on the presidential campaigns of Walter Mondale,
Michael Dukakis, Bill Clinton, Al Gore, Barack Obama and Hillary
Rodham Clinton. Over the years, they’ve filled many roles: in the
corporate world, on campaigns, in unions, in churches, in their own
businesses and in the White House. Through all of this, they’ve
worked with those who have shaped our country’s history—US
Presidents such as Bill Clinton and Barack Obama, well-known
political figures such as Terry McAuliffe and Howard Dean, and
legendary activists and historical figures such as Jesse Jackson,
Coretta Scott King, and Betty Shabazz. For Colored Girls Who
Have Considered Politics is filled with personal stories that bring to
life heroic figures we all know and introduce us to some of those
who’ve worked behind the scenes but are still hidden. Whatever
their perch, the Colored Girls are always focused on the larger goal
of “hurrying history” so that every American — regardless of race,
gender or religious background — can have a seat at the table. This is
their story.

Leading from Purpose
The Devil in Her Mara Reed's been stirring up trouble since she was
eighteen—running scams, living on the edge, always on the run.
Now, when two thugs are after her with murder on their minds,
she's forced into hiding in her small Texas hometown. But cornered
in an alley, only seconds from death, an unexpected rescuer comes
to her aid—Dr. Ethan Stuart, the dark and beautiful scientist whose
heart she once broke and betrayed . . . the only man Mara ever
loved. A forensic anthropologist, Ethan is investigating a gruesome
discovery—nearly one hundred dead bodies dating back fifty years—a
mystery linked to the church once headed by Mara's father. Ethan
needs Mara's help; she needs his protection. And their search for a
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shocking, devastating truth could lead them to forgiveness,
salvation, passion, and back to love . . . if they can survive the
journey.

Run to Win
An essential guide for leaders who want to use social media to be
"open" while maintaining control "Be Open, Be Transparent, Be
Authentic" are the current leadership mantras-but companies often
push back. Business is premised on the concept of control and yet
the new world order demands openness-leaders do not know how to
be open and be in control. This must-have resource will help the
modern leader understand how to lead in the new open world-where
blogging, twittering, facebooking, and digging are becoming the
norm. the author lays out the steps that leaders must take to
transform their organizations and themselves into being "open" -and
exactly what that will mean. Shows how to use social media to
become an open organization Offers basic advice for leaders who
are adapting to the new era of openness in the marketplace The
author Charlene Li is one of the foremost experts on social media
and technologies In easy-to-understand language, this book will
help leaders orient themselves to social networking and other
technological advances.

Lean In
After a father’s abrupt arrest, his wife and children must leave their
comfortable London home for a small cottage that sits near a
bustling railway. While the mother struggles to make ends meet,
siblings Roberta (nicknamed Bobbie), Peter and Phyllis adapt to
their gloomy present with hopes of a brighter future. Bobbie is the
oldest of three middleclass children thrust into poverty after their
father is falsely imprisoned. She and her siblings, Peter and Phyliss,
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learn to embrace their new surroundings including the busy railway
station. The children are frequent visitors of the local hub, engaging
in an array of innocent yet spirited adventurers. Throughout their
stay, they befriend multiple passengers, one of whom may be the
key to their father’s freedom. The author creates an authentic
portrayal of real-world conflict and consequences. Despite countless
challenges, the children manage to find unique opportunities in the
face of adversity. They are presented as resourceful and selfsufficient protagonists whose ingenuity makes them the heroes of
their own story. With an eye-catching new cover, and professionally
typeset manuscript, this edition of The Railway Children is both
modern and readable.

Outside the Wire
Grow the Whole Person to Grow the Whole Leader This longawaited third edition turns leadership development inside out for a
new generation of authentic, purpose-inspired leaders. Balancing
timeless principles with emerging research, this new edition offers:
• Two new chapters: “Story Mastery” and “Coaching Mastery” •
New case studies, stories, and exercises in every chapter • New
validating research from the frontiers of leadership, neuroscience,
psychology, and human potential • An even more powerful and
transformative development experience Now framed in eight
profound and pragmatic “mastery areas,” this book serves as an
integrated growth experience that helps leaders understand how to
harness their authentic, value-creating influence and elevate their
impact. Cashman demonstrates that his trademark “grow the whole
person to grow the whole leader” approach, focusing on purposedriven leadership, is even more relevant in today's hypercomplex
world. For everyone from CEOs to emerging leaders, this new
edition of a proven classic advances the art and science of
leadership.
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It's Up to Us
Argues that real change can only come when party lines are ignored
and people from both sides of the aisle band together to enact
common sense policies.

Leading from the Library
A personal and empowering blueprint—from one of America’s rising
Democratic stars—for outsiders who seek to become the ones in
charge Leadership is hard. Convincing others—and often
yourself—that you possess the answers and are capable of worldaffecting change requires confidence, insight, and sheer bravado.
Minority Leader is the handbook for outsiders, written with the
awareness of the experiences and challenges that hinder anyone
who exists beyond the structure of traditional white male
power—women, people of color, members of the LGBTQ
community, and millennials ready to make a difference. In Minority
Leader, Stacey Abrams argues that knowing your own passion is
the key to success, regardless of the scale or target. From launching
a company, to starting a day care center for homeless teen moms, to
running a successful political campaign, finding what you want to
fight for is as critical as knowing how to turn thought into action.
Stacey uses her experience and hard-won insights to break down
how ambition, fear, money, and failure function in leadership, while
offering personal stories that illuminate practical strategies. Stacey
includes exercises to help you hone your skills and realize your
aspirations. She discusses candidly what she has learned over the
course of her impressive career: that differences in race, gender, and
class are surmountable. With direction and dedication, being in the
minority actually provides unique and vital strength, which we can
employ to rise to the top and make real change.
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Start with why
“A captivating memoir of change. A hope-filled sermon for change.
A tactical blueprint for how we can each make change. Make
Change is all three and all the more towards an equitable and just
world.” —Ibram X. Kendi, National Book Award-winning author of
Stamped from the Beginning and How to Be an Antiracist Activist
and journalist Shaun King reflects on the events that made him one
of the most prominent social justice leaders of our time and lays out
a clear action plan for you to join the fight. As a leader of the Black
Lives Matter movement, Shaun King has become one of the most
recognizable and powerful voices on the front lines of civil rights in
our time. His commitment to reforming the justice system and
making America a more equitable place has brought challenges and
triumphs, soaring victories and crushing defeats. Throughout his
wide-ranging activism, King’s commentary remains rooted in both
exhaustive research and abundant passion. In Make Change, King
offers an inspiring look at the moments that have shaped his life and
considers the ways social movements can grow and evolve in this
hyper-connected era. He shares stories from his efforts leading the
Raise the Age campaign and his work fighting police brutality,
while providing a roadmap for how to stay sane, safe, and
motivated even in the worst of political climates. By turns
infuriating, inspiring, and educational, Make Change will resonate
with those who believe that America can—and must—do better.

For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Politics
A thrilling psychological romance written by Stacey Abrams under
the penname Selena Montgomery, who became the first black
woman in the US nominated by a major party to run for governor.
Criminal psychologist Dr. Erin Abbott wants nothing more than to
live a quiet life. That means no danger, no intrigue-and absolutely
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no romance. But when Erin suspects a serial killer is roaming New
Orleans, her investigation throws her straight into the arms of the
only man who can help her. Journalist Gabriel Moss is hot to find
his next huge story-and he knows Erin is on to something big. From
the moment they meet, Gabriel senses that Erin is hiding something.
One thing is certain: Erin's boxy suits and sensible shoes hide a
delicate beauty waiting to emergeand Gabriel is just the man to
reveal the woman inside. As they join forces to find the killer,
Gabriel slowly seduces Erin with his soft kisses. But Erin knows
their love can never be. For she is hiding a terrible secret-and if
Gabriel reveals the truth, Erin's life will be shattered forever

Lead from the Outside
The modern school library supports education in a variety of ways.
One essential role librarians play is that of a leader who works
collaboratively to build relationships, mold culture and climate, and
advocate for the needs of students and the community. In this book,
a librarian and an education leader team up to reflect on the
librarian's ability to build connections in two ways. First, they
discuss the benefits of bringing the outside world into the library
through the use of social media, videoconferencing and other tools
that allow librarians to partner with others. Then they expand upon
these connections by addressing how librarians can lead in the
greater educational community by sharing resources and strategies,
and partnering with school leaders to tell the story of the school
community. Through this book, librarians will discover the
influence they can have on the school community as the library
becomes the heart of the school, a place where problems are solved,
content is explored, connections are made and discovery happens.

Voter Suppression in U.S. Elections
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In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama
has emerged as one of the most iconic and compelling women of
our era. As First Lady of the United States of America, she helped
create the most welcoming and inclusive White House in history.
With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes her triumphs
and her disappointments, both public and private. A deeply personal
reckoning of a woman of soul and substance who has steadily
defied expectations.

Beyond Outrage
"Following the model of the first book in the "History in the
Headlines (HiH) series (Catherine Clinton's Confederate Statues
and Memorialization), Voter Suppression in U.S. Elections offers an
enlightening, history-informed conversation about voter
disenfranchisement in the United States. The book includes an
edited transcript of a conversation hosted by the Library Company
of Philadelphia in 2019, as well as the "ten best" articles students
and interested citizens should read about voter access and
suppression. The book will have an online presence that hosts
additional content (more articles, podcasts, other news) on the
press's Manifold digital publishing platform site"--

Never Tell
A Bound Woman Is a Dangerous Thing
From one of America's most inspiring leaders, a book about the core
truths that unite us and how best to act upon them, The daughter of
immigrants and civil rights activists, Senator Kamala Harris was
raised in an Oakland, California, community that cared deeply
about social justice. As she rose to prominence as one of the
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political leaders of our time, her experiences would become her
guiding light as she grappled with an array of complex issues and
learned to bring a voice to the voiceless. Now, in The Truths We
Hold, she reckons with the big challenges we face together.
Drawing on the hard-won wisdom and insight from her own career
and the work of those who have most inspired her, she
communicates a vision of shared struggle, shared purpose, and
shared values as we confront the great work of our day. Book
jacket.

Across That Bridge
From Dr. Nicole LePera, creator of "the holistic psychologist"--the
online phenomenon with more than two million Instagram
followers--comes a revolutionary approach to healing that harnesses
the power of the self to produce lasting change. As a clinical
psychologist, Dr. Nicole LePera often found herself frustrated by
the limitations of traditional psychotherapy. Wanting more for her
patients--and for herself--she began a journey to develop a united
philosophy of mental, physical and spiritual health that equips
people with the interdisciplinary tools necessary to heal themselves.
After experiencing the life-changing results herself, she began to
share what she'd learned with others--and soon "The Holistic
Psychologist" was born. Now, Dr. LePera is ready to share her
much-requested protocol with the world. In How to Do the Work,
she offers both a manifesto for self-healing as well as an essential
guide to creating a more vibrant, authentic, and joyful life. Drawing
on the latest research from a diversity of scientific fields and healing
modalities, Dr. LePera helps us recognize how adverse experiences
and trauma in childhood live with us, resulting in whole body
dysfunction--activating armful stress responses that keep us stuck
engaging in patterns of codependency, emotional immaturity, and
trauma bonds. Unless addressed, these self-sabotaging behaviors
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can quickly become cyclical, leaving people feeling unhappy,
unfulfilled, and unwell. In How to Do the Work, Dr. LePera offers
readers the support and tools that will allow them to break free from
destructive behaviors to reclaim and recreate their lives. Nothing
short of a paradigm shift, this is a celebration of empowerment that
will forever change the way we approach mental health and selfcare.

Make Change
FERRUCCI/POWER OF KINDNESS

Walden
The key to success lies in getting to the top, right? Wrong. Not
everyone can be in charge but, more importantly, not everyone
should want to be. Richard Hytner, Deputy Chairman of Saatchi &
Saatchi, thinks it's time to celebrate the second-in-commands, the
consiglieri: from Merlin, to Al Gore, Rasputin to Machiavelli.
These are the deputies, the Vice Presidents, the C-suite, the
department heads - lieutenants, advisers, and counselors - whose
influence determines the fate of boardrooms, corporations, and
nations. While supremacy comes with drawbacks and influence,
authority and power can be found in much more interesting places
than the CEO's chair. Consiglieri: Leading from The Shadows
brings together historical examples from Harry Hopkins to William
Seward, conversations with contemporary second-in-commands like
Tony Blair and Sir Alex Ferguson, and unique insights into Stalin,
JFK, and Winnie the Pooh. A mirror for contemporary 'No. 2's' and
a theoretical map for future consiglieri, the book traverses an array
of powerful advisers from the White House to the Vatican, across
international business, sports, and entertainment, as well as citing
provocative research from psychology and academia.
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How to Do the Work
Position your company for innovation and growth as a global
leader. The most successful global leaders lead from the edge. They
understand context and the changing landscape in ways most people
don’t. They understand that it’s not only how valuable your
products and services are to the global markets that you serve, but
also how appropriate your organization is—in terms of its structure
and operations—to the culture and setting in which you conduct
business. • Learn the 10 essential traits successful global leaders
embody; each leader doesn’t possess all 10, but each has a healthy
mix. • Learn how seven top executives used their strengths for
global successes. • Give your organization the edge in today’s
global market.

Ask a Manager
Leading From the Edge
Demonstrates how to create generic frameworks, libraries, classes,
and tools that can be used in the .NET environment and provides
instructions on how to select the right language to develop parts of a
system and how to integrate them at runtime.

Consiglieri
"We need to refocus on leadership as a value important to our
American republic. The book is a small effort in restarting the
dialogue to stimulate the effort to produce more and better
leadership on the ice and off.
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